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The Oregon OAH Action Plan identifies strategic augmentation of ocean monitoring
and research that is essential to inform the State on how to mitigate and adapt to
future OAH changes. While we must actively work to reduce the causes of OAH, we
must also work to adapt to the effects and minimize the economic impacts of OAH by
incorporating the best scientific information into management planning and decisionmaking. However, this will only be possible if we understand OAH trends well enough to
foresee potential impacts. Currently, the State has a robust ocean monitoring network
that produces long-term time series for physical, chemical, and biological properties of
Oregon’s nearshore ocean and some estuaries – however, there are large gaps in our
monitoring networks that need to be filled (both geospatial and temporal monitoring).
2019 OAH Action Plan Theme 1 - Step 1.1.1:
Re-establish oceanographic monitoring to complement an historical
time-series in Yaquina Bay, an economic, research, and management
hub for Oregon.
Estimated Funding Needs: $50K - $200K biannual cost
As part of the mid-coast watershed, Yaquina Bay is a semi-enclosed bay fed by the Yaquina River and Big Elk
Creek - connecting the forestry town of Toledo to the coastal port of Newport. Yaquina Bay has been used by
communities for cultural, recreational, and commercial purposes for generations, including activities such
as shellfish harvesting, fishing and fish processing, logging, shipping, tourism, aquaculture, and agriculture.
The bay is home to the Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC; a world class marine science facility housing
academics and researchers from Oregon State University (OSU), state and federal resource managers, and
the Oregon Coast Aquarium). The Bay is also the home of NOAA’s Pacific Marine Operation Center and its
research vessel fleet. Yet, OAH has the potential to adversely affect Yaquina Bay, and more monitoring is
needed to track long-term changes.

In order to start the process of building long-term OAH monitoring in Yaquina Bay, the OAH Council has
organized a Working Group consisting of 14 regional experts and stakeholders that encompasses multiple
perspectives and professional backgrounds. This Working Group has been meeting regularly since Spring
2020 to develop a research and data management plan for new monitoring as well as community outreach
plan to share project findings.
The goals of this Working Group include:
•
•
•
•

Identify spatial, temporal, and technology gaps in monitoring data
Pursue collaborations and resources to deploy new and maintain current
monitoring
Create pathways for real time accessibility of monitoring data
Communicate findings in formats that inform community planning and
state resource management

WORKING GROUP MEMBERS:
Dr. Jack Barth
		Oregon State University (OSU); Marine Studies Initiative (MSI);
						OAH Council Co-chair
Dr. Caren Braby			 Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW); OAH Council Co-chair
Alex Manderson 			
Oregon Dept. of Agriculture (ODA)
Dr. Angee Doerr			 Oregon Sea Grant – Lincoln County Extension Agent
Dr. Francis Chan			 OSU; Partnership on Interdisciplinary Studies of Coastal Oceans
Dr. George Waldbusser		 OSU
Dr. Jonathan Fram			
OSU; Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI)
Dr. Robert Cowen			
OSU; Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC)
Dr. Cheryl Brown			 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Dr. Stephen Pacella 			
EPA
Paul Engelmeyer			 Mid-coast Water Shed Council
Liu Xin 				Oregon Oyster Company
Craig Risien				OSU; OOI; Northwest Association of Networked Ocean Observing
						Systems (NANOOS)
** Representatives from the following groups were also invited to join the Yaquina Bay OAH
Monitoring Working Group, but have not attended working group meetings at this time:
The Confederated Tribes of Siletz
The Wetlands Conservancy of Oregon

Collaborations, Resources, Funding:
Part of the Working Group’s charge is to identify OAH monitoring barriers and how to overcome them,
including finding new external sources of funding for this effort.
Identified Barriers by this Working Group include:
•
•
•
•

Funding to purchase and maintain additional high-resolution monitoring
station(s) equipment in key location(s)
Staff resources for maintaining equipment in the water
Staff resources to process data to allow for real-time access to datasets
and to disseminate processed data to stakeholders in actionable formats
Additional analytical equipment to process discrete carbonate samples

Currently, the Working Group is pursuing several regional grants (e.g., Oregon Water Enhancement Board
(OWEB)) and national grants (e.g., National Estuaries Partnership) to aid in funding of new equipment and
staff time. The Working Group is also looking into the possibility of utilizing research equipment from past
OAH monitoring efforts throughout the State, including in Netarts Bay and Tillamook Bay, to be used for
short-term redeployment within Yaquina Bay.
Academic partners in the Working Group are also exploring opportunities to use this OAH monitoring
time-series as a teaching tool, maximizing learning and staff time by involving students in data collection
and analysis. The Marine Studies Initiative’s (MSI) is currently helping to expand the academic, research, and
outreach and engagement efforts at OSU’s Hatfield Marine Science Center (HMSC) on the shores of Yaquina
Bay. The Working Group hopes to work with MSI and HMSC to develop new internship opportunities for
MSI students to aid in OAH monitoring in the Bay and alleviate some staff requirements from partnering
State agencies. However, external project resources are unlikely to be forthcoming, unless there is also
an investment from the State. The OAH Council recommends that the State invest financial resources to
implement monitoring in Yaquina Bay, to collect data that are essential to plan for current and future OAH
impacts on our communities and ecosystems.

State investment in this monitoring tool would be a proactive step towards
climate and ocean change adaptation for Yaquina Bay businesses, and
would inform the State on the magnitude of change in OA in this thriving
port community.

Moving Forward:
Yaquina bay has both been a key test bed for OAH monitoring, and has been the subject of multiple
independent efforts because of the importance of the region to Oregonians. Since the early 2000’s, Yaquina
Bay has been monitored for OAH and other OAH stressors through a series of short-term monitoring
and research projects lead by OSU academic researchers as well as by the USEPA and ODA water quality
managers. However, due to a lack of resources, including funding and staff availability, many of these
important monitoring programs have lapsed.
Since Governor Brown’s adoption of the OAH Action Plan in 2019, several new research and monitoring
projects have started within Yaquina Bay. The U.S. EPA has purchased of a state-of-the-art carbonate
chemistry instrument (colloquially known as the “Burke-o-lator”, after Oregon’s Dr. Burke Hales who invented
the instrument) that continuously monitors for OA variables directly from the mouth of the Bay. In addition,
researchers from OSU have started a new OA and oyster monitoring project in collaboration with industry,
which will be assessing the effects of acidified bay water on oysters grown throughout the Bay. Each of these
projects represent important steps forward in continued OAH monitoring efforts in the region.
The first step of the Working Group has been to identify spatial and temporal gaps in data, as well as
document which instrumentation and data parameters have been collected by past monitoring and
research projects. This will allow the Working Group to designate new sampling sites, if needed. However,
the Yaquina Bay is a dynamic estuary with little homogeny across sample sites and extreme seasonal
variability, which has complicated the selection of new monitoring sites. In addition, identifying gaps in data
and instrumentation will allow the Working Group to determine the feasibility of creating a coordinated
bay-wide monitoring program. Utilizing existing resources, to leverage new resources, the development
of a Yaquina bay-wide OAH monitoring program would not only address the local needs of resource
managers, industry, and community planners in the region, but overtime could reflect Oregon’s role in OAH
conversation nationally by providing an example of stakeholder driven holistic monitoring system of a
natural system.

This ongoing work of the Working Group will be to continue to provide
a platform of resources and expertise to continue to integrate existing
and build new OAH monitoring in Yaquina Bay. Through focusing on
stakeholder needs the Working Group aims to establish a long-term and
expanding bay-wide monitoring system that meets the needs of Oregon’s
leading research and training enterprises, forward planning resource
management, and resiliency planning for vital coastal industries and
communities.

Status of Monitoring in Yaquina Bay:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA):
INSTRUMENTATION IN WATER –
•

•

YSI (Model # 6600 V2-4, presently)
Parameters: T, S, depth, chlorophyll A, pH, DO, turbidity
Location: Attached to the pump dock at HMSC
Depth: 1.8 M off bottom
Years of Operation: 2011 to present (note: prior to sweepers on probes
significant biofouling in early years; and gaps)
Data Storage Location: Internally at EPA, data can be released with a data
acquisition request
Burke-o-Lator
Parameters: continuous measurements of pCO2, DIC
Location: Attached to the pump dock at HMSC
Depth: Water pumped from 1.5 M off bottom
Years of Operation: expected install winter 2020/21
Data Storage Location: To be determined

INSTRUMENTATION PREVIOUSLY IN WATER • YSI (Model # 6000 UPG, 6600 and 6600 EDS )
Parameters: T, S, depth, chlorophyll A, pH, DO
Location: Oregon Oyster Farm (through ~ Jan. 2008), Criteser’s Moorage
(through ~ Dec. 2012), and Riverbend (through ~ May 2004), OSU (surface)
Depth: variable
Years of Operation: starting year of 1999
Data Storage Location: Internally at EPA, data can be released with a data
acquisition request

NANOOS/OSU/Oregon Sea Grant:
INSTRUMENTATION IN WATER –
• Aqua TROLL 100 Data Logger
Parameters: T and Conductivity (derived Salinity)
Location: Newport Commercial Dock 5
Depth: 3M, 7M, 11M from surface
Years of Operation: 2018 – present (15min/30min interval readings)
Data Storage Location: Raw data live streamed to NANOOS website
for public access (http://nvs.nanoos.org/Explorer?action=oiw:fixed_
platform:OSU_Yaquina:observations:H1_Salinity)
INSTRUMENTATION PREVIOUSLY IN WATER • No past Yaquina Bay specific OAH monitoring projects.

Oregon State University (OSU) - Dr. George Waldbusser’s Laboratory:
INSTRUMENTATION IN WATER –
• Bottle Samples for Burk-o-lator
Parameters: Discrete sampling for DIC, pCO2
Location: Hatfield Marine Science Center, Oregon Oyster Farm, and Paddle
Park
Depth: Surface
Years of Operation: Weekly/Bi-weekly for how long (~2 years now)
Data Storage Location: Stored on Laboratory computer - likely public after
publications
•

Nutrient Samples (Westco Smartchem)
Parameters: Nitrate, phosphate, ammonium, silicate
Location: Hatfield Marine Science Center, Oregon Oyster Farm, and Paddle
Park
Depth: Surface
Years of Operation: Weekly/Bi-weekly for how long (~2 years now)
Data Storage Location: Stored on Laboratory computer - likely public after
publications

•

Particulates
Parameters: Chlorophyll a, particulate organic matter, total suspended
particulate matter
Location: Hatfield Marine Science Center, Oregon Oyster Farm, and Paddle
Park
Depth: Surface
Years of Operation: Weekly/Bi-weekly for how long (~1 year now)
Data Storage Location: Stored on Laboratory computer - likely public after
publications

•

Onset Hobo U-24-002-C
Parameters: S, T,
Location: Hatfield Marine Science Center, Oregon Oyster Farm, and Paddle
Park
Depth: surface
Years of Operation: ~ 2 years, 15 min interval??
Data Storage Location: Stored on Laboratory computer - likely public after
publications

•

Biological Parameters and Bioenergetics Modeling
Oyster shell dissolution and grow-out
Pacific Oyster shell dissolution ~2 years
Olympia oyster shell dissolution ~1 year
Pacific oyster growth ~1 year

•

Salinity/Alkalinity gradient calculations

INSTRUMENTATION PREVIOUSLY IN WATER • No past Yaquina Bay specific OAH monitoring projects.

Yaquina Bay Monitoring Project Meeting
Thursday, June 4, 2020
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Attendees:
Dr. Jack Barth; Dr. Caren Braby; Alex Manderson; Dr. Angee Doerr; Dr. Francis Chan; Dr. George
Waldbusser; Dr. Jonathan Fram; Dr. Robert Cowen; Dr. Cheryl Brown; Dr. Stephen Pacella; Paul
Engelmeyer; Liu Xin; Craig Risien.

Meeting Agenda (Actual) Summary

1:00 pm- 1:30 pm

Attendee Introductions (Background and Interest in the Group)

1:30 pm – 1:50 pm

Group Discussion on Past and Current OAH Monitoring Equipment in
the Yaquina Bay (Equipment types, location, length of monitoring)

1:50 pm – 2:00 pm

Next Steps: Scheduling next meeting, Follow-up email correspondence
on equipment needs and project obstacles.

Yaquina Bay Monitoring Meeting - #2
Wednesday, August 19, 2020
10:00 AM - 11:30 PM

Attendees:
Dr. Jack Barth; Alex Manderson; Dr. Francis Chan; Dr. George Waldbusser; Dr. Jonathan Fram; Dr. Robert
Cowen; Dr. Cheryl Brown; Dr. Stephen Pacella; Paul Engelmeyer; Craig Risien.
Absent: Dr. Caren Braby; Dr. Angee Doerr; Liu Xin;

Meeting Agenda (Actual) Summary

10:00 am – 10:35 am

Updates on Current and Planned Projects

10:35 am – 10:45 am

Review of Draft Yaquina Bay Project Narrative of OAH Council 2020
Legislative Report Appendix C

10:45 am – 11:00 am

Next Steps: Scheduling next meeting, Follow-up email correspondence
on Bay-wide coordination efforts and upcoming grant opportunities.

